It is generally agreed that designing high-quality frameworks results a difficult task, mainly because this process often relies more on the designer's expertise than the technology used to implement such designs. In addition, frameworks should also take into account several quality attributes. Therefore, framework development practices typically involve considerable efforts. This would indicate that some features of the domain could not be directly modeled in terms of object-oriented concepts. An altemative is an approach driven primarily by architectural models. In this way, developers should be able to build systems by assembling and elaborating certain architectural fragments, as independently as possible of particular implementation technologies. Besides, the final system architecture needs to be built considering a number of relevant computing aspects, e.g. synchronization,
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error-checking strategies, end-to-end performance, distribution or tracing, among others, but the intrinsic nature of these aspects makes it difficult to cleanly segregate them in design.
In this context, we propose an architecture-driven design approach based on the concept of proto-frameworks, aiming to provide an intermediate stage in the transition from architectural models to object-oriented frameworks or applications. The approach relies on an object-oriented materialization of domainspecific architectures derived from domain models, that is the production of concrete computational representations of abstract architectural descriptions using object-oriented terminology. A proto-framework materializes, in object-oriented terms, the infrastructure required for cooperation and communication of each architectural component type. In other words, it provides the essential abstractions to derive new applications or frameworks by inheritance from the proto-framework classes. In this case, the framework gives very abstract hooks to map specific domain components into a class hierarchy in a white-box fashion. This mapping can produce a specific application, but more importantly yet, it can produce new domain-specific frameworks that adopt the underlying architectural model. In the proposed approach, we can basically identify two stages. First, developers should figure out the problem architecture, that is an architecture representing the primary organization of the software to build and the tradeoffs imposed by quality attributes and architectural styles. Here, aspects are initially mapped to architectural constructs, instead of being coded using framework language constructs. Second, as a result of this general description of relevant architectural models and aspects, the approach enables a materialization into a protoframework, and then several kinds of frameworks implementations. These frameworks will retain the properties inherited from the original architecture.
In order to make the approach effective, it is necessary to provide techniques assisting developers to bridge the gap between architectural specifications and concrete object-oriented implementations. In this line, we are working on a novel approach called Smartbooks, initially conceived to improve framework usability by means of knowledge-driven documentation. This method can be easily adapted to the second phase of the approach because a proto-framework is an object-oriented framework itself. Moreover, we believe this can transcend the framework scope to be applied at higher levels of abstraction. If we insert protoframeworks, it would be reasonable to count with means of transforming architectural designs into proto-framework structures. We are currently investigating the use of smart techniques for aspect-oriented software development, so that high-level aspect specifications can be mapped into aspect implementations (e.g. aspect-oriented framework or aspect languages) by using adequate documentation knowledge. This reasoning (with some modifications) can be extended to fulfill the requirements of our object-oriented materialization of software architectures. At this moment, we have developed an experimental proto-framework called Bubble, which supports the definition and configuration of different kinds of components such as entities, groups, task, sensors and interaction protocols.
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